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Math Triumphs is intended for use as a pull out
intervention class (RtI level 3) for students who are
struggling in mathematics concepts two or more grade
levels below their current grade. It is designed for use in
after school, before school, summer school, intercession,
tutoring, or pull-out/resource rooms. Math Triumphs is
the first intervention program designed around the NCTM
Focal Points. The Student Editions are 4-color,
consumable Student Study Guide worktexts focusing on
the foundational skills and concepts leading up to one of
the three grade level Focal Points. Each chapter begins
with a diagnostic assessment to identify concepts and
skills that students may need to review or reinforce
before introducing the new chapter.

Study Guide and Intervention/Practice Workbook
provides vocabulary, key concepts, additional
worked out examples and exercises to help students
who need additional instruction or who have been
absent.
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and Intervention WorkbookMcGraw-Hill Education
Mobile Learning and Mathematics provides an overview
of current research on how mobile devices are
supporting mathematics educators in classrooms across
the globe. Through nine case studies, chapter authors
investigate the use of mobile technologies over a range
of grade levels and mathematical topics, while
connecting chapters provide a strong foundational
background in mobile learning theories, instructional
design, and learner support. For current educators,
Mobile Learning and Mathematics provides concrete
ideas and strategies for integrating mobile learning into
their mathematics instruction—for example, by sharing
resources that will help implement Common Core State
Standards, or by streamlining the process of selecting
from the competing and often confusing technology
options currently available. A cutting edge research
volume, this collection also provides a springboard for
educational researchers to conduct further study.
Written by industry experts Bernard Klaene and Russell
Sanders, and developed in partnership with the National
Fire Protection Association (NFPA), the Second Edition
of Structural Firefighting: Strategy and Tactics will
provide both fire officers and professionals in training
with the tools they need to become skilled incident
commanders. Loaded with new content and features,
this new edition guides readers through all phases of
strategic and tactical planning so they can manage any
incident, regardless of its complexity. The Second
Edition includes: new chapter reorganization with scores
of subject matter updates, including a thorough
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discussion of the National Incident Management System
(NIMS); a correlation guide to the Fire and Emergency
Services Higher Education (FESHE) Strategy and
Tactics model course; 2-color interior with improved
illustrations; a companion website complete with chapter
pre-tests, interactivities, an online glossary, and
instructor resources. Rely upon Structural Firefighting:
Strategy and Tactics to get the comprehensive knowhow needed to handle any fireground incident.
Motivate your students with relevant, real-world applications,
correlated Internet connections, and additional skill practice in
a variety of formats. Reach all your students by balancing
practice and skill development with hands-on activities,
technology, and projects and investigations. Prepare students
for success on standardized tests and in future math courses
with a wide variety of assessment options and strong
developmental links from arithmetic to algebra.
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